
Existing Orphaned Clients Script 
ADVANCE TEAM PARTNERS TELESALES 

Hi <<client’s first name>>? 

My name is <<your name>> with Advance Team Financial. A little while ago, <<previous 
agent’s name>>  helped you put your life insurance plan in place with <<name of life 
insurance company>>. I wanted to check in on you and your family to see how you are 
doing in the middle of the coronavirus situation 

{CORE Opportunity} 
How are you? How's your family? 

<<Previous agent’s name>> is no longer with our company and I was assigned to your 
case to ensure you and your family are always taken care of. 

(If possible review client application beforehand) 

{CORE Opportunity} 
How are you? How's your family?  

Well I also wanted to call and reassure you that you made a great decision when we 
set up your plan and remind you how important it is that you have your life insurance 
in place -now more than ever. It will continue to protect you and your family during 
these uncertain times.  

I’d like to review and confirm your information with you.:  

Your policy is with <<Carrier name>>. Your face amount is <<face amount>>, with 
a monthly premium of <<monthly premium>>. 

Great! And while we’re at it, let’s make sure we have our records up to date: 
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1. Have you moved recently?  

2. Do you have an email address that you use that we can add to your file and 
send any updates as this situation evolves?  

3. Now also remind me, who are your beneficiaries agan? (If you have 
beneficiaries names, simply confirm them) 

4. Do you keep your policy in a safe place and do your beneficiaries know where it 
is? (If the client does not know where their policy is, let them know you’re going 
to request a replacement certificate be sent to them - confirm address.) 

5. Are there any other updates that we need to make as far as address, phone 
numbers, or changes to beneficiaries? 

•     •     •     •     • 

<<Client’s first name>>, I don't know if you are aware, but the coronavirus situation has 
raised awareness of the importance of life insurance for many people. Nobody wants 
to leave a burden to those they love, and with the current events, we are not only 
expecting increases to the cost of burial and final expenses but also possible stricter 
guidelines to even qualify for life insurance coverage.  

We have been receiving calls from some clients wanting to ensure their policies are 
still in-force and some are even asking about increasing their coverage. We also have 
some calling to see if we can talk to their family members about getting them 
qualified for life insurance as well. 

Because of this, I wanted to let you know we have some Good News! . . . you may be 
eligible to increase your coverage. Before I can give you an idea of what that looks 
like, I need to ask you a couple of questions: 

1. Has your health changed in any way since we last met? 

a. Have you had any hospitalization for anything in the last 2 years? 
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b. Have you had any changes to prescription medications for anything? 

c. Are you an insulin dependent diabetic? 

d. Have you developed any respiratory issues or Do you currently use 
oxygen? I'm trying to remember are you a smoker?  

e. Do you use any inhalers?  

2. Have you tested positive for the coronavirus? 

Thank you for that information. 

As a reminder, these are the 5 guarantees of whole life coverage: 

1.  Benefits are guaranteed to never be cancelled, as long as your premiums are 
paid  

2. Premium payments are guaranteed to never increase  

3. Benefit amount is guaranteed to never decrease  

4. Death benefit is guaranteed to pay to your family or designated beneficiary 
income tax free. 

5. Builds cash value to guarantee you flexibility and options in the future  

If Health Has Not Changed  

Now it appears based on the questions I asked you, nothing has changed so you 
may be eligible to qualify for an increase of your coverage.  

Just a moment while I check to see what this will look like for you… 

•     •     •     •     • 
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While I’m doing that, let me ask you: if we added to your coverage today, would you 
want <<the listed beneficiaries name>> to be the beneficiaries still or would you want 
someone else listed? 

Ok well let me ask you a couple more questions to make sure that you qualify first: 
<<Ask questions from MoO/LBL application (If they DO have an email)>> *adjust when 
necessary to another application..  

{Lookup Carrier Specific Health Questions} 

Ok Great! It looks like you may actually qualify. 

{Review coverage amounts and premiums} 

Overview Benefit / Price: 

Example: “Mr. Smith $5000 in additional benefits is only $_______, $7000 is only _____ 
and ... 

$5,000 -  $<<Actual Price>> 

$7,000 - $<<Actual Price>> 

$10,000 -  $<<Actual Price>> 

Which one of these works best for you?  

{Setting expectations - give the client a rundown of what is going to happen next} 

Okay <<first name of the client>> at this point, we will need to:  

● Update your information (filling out the app) 
● Read a few disclosures 
● Get you qualified  
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All of this should only take a few minutes. 

If Health Has Changed  

What has changed? Oh, I am so sorry to hear that you have been going through 
that.  

Can you hold on for just a moment while I check on something for you. <<pause>>  

•     •     •     •     • 

Ok, I just looked and I know that you are experiencing some difficulties with <<health 
issue>> but the good news is you may still be eligible to increase your coverage by 
$5,000, $7,000, or even $10,000. 

Let me ask you, if we added to your coverage would you want <<the listed 
beneficiaries name>> to be the beneficiaries still or would you want someone else 
listed? 

Ok well let me ask you a couple more questions to make sure that you qualify first: 
<<Ask questions from MoO/LBL application (If they DO have an email)>> *adjust when 
necessary to another application..  

{Lookup Carrier Specific Health Questions} 

Ok Great! It looks like you may actually qualify. 
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{Review coverage amounts and premiums} 

Overview Benefit / Price: 

Example: “Mr. Smith $5000 in additional benefits is only $_______, $7000 is only _____ 
and ... 

$5,000 -  $<<Actual Price>> 

$7,000 - $<<Actual Price>> 

$10,000 -  $<<Actual Price>> 

Which one of these works best for you?  

{Setting expectations - give the client a rundown of what is going to happen next} 

Okay <<first name of the client>> at this point, we will need to:  

● Update your information (filling out the app) 
● Read a few disclosures 
● Get you qualified  

All of this should only take a few minutes. 

{Follow Carrier Non-Face-to-Face Application Guidelines} 

Confirmation of Approval (or Pivot) 

Okay <<name of client>> so far so good. It appears that you initially qualified to be 
approved for your added coverage. You will receive your policy in the mail in about 
7-10 business days, so be on the lookout for that. Now, when you get that policy, 
please make sure to put this with your other one in a safe place. Make sure to let <<the 
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listed beneficiaries name>> know about your coverage and where to find it if 
something was to happen to you. 

Also, please be on the lookout for a package that I'll be sending you with information 
on your plan and the benefits that we discussed here today. There will also be 
information in there on our company, Advance Team Financial and how you can 
reach us if you ever need anything. You can also visit advanceteamfinancial.com if 
you need anything.  

If and when something happens to you, I want <<beneficiary name>> to call me so 
that I can help as quickly as possible. 

Now, <<name of client>> is there anything else that I can help you with at this time?  

I'm sure glad we were able to qualify you for these additional benefits. I’m sure it gives 
you and your family some peace of mind during these uncertain times, doesn't it? 

Referrals  

{Prioritize This - No matter the situation or outcome} 

<<Client’s first name>> before I let you go - I don’t know if you are aware, but most 
people that we talk to don’t have any coverage, don’t have enough coverage, or have 
the wrong type of coverage in place. 

A lot of people go to bed at night asking themselves….”What will happen to my family if 
something happens to me?” 

The sad part <<Client’s name>>, is that a lot of them will never say or do anything 
about it because they don’t know where to start or who to even talk to about getting 
help with it or they may have always just thought it was unaffordable.  

In a lot of cases, the thing that happens when someone like that passes away is the 
cost of the funeral expenses goes to their family, like you to take care of. How 
important is it, now more than ever, that they at least know their options to see if they 
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can qualify and learn how affordable these plans actually are before things change 
any more? 

You took this plan out because you love your family enough to do something to 
protect them. So I have one more responsibility and some final questions for you:  

1. Who else can I help?  

2. Who do you know - whether they have coverage or not - that may need my 
help?  

3. Would you like me to start with <<beneficiaries name>> or do you have someone 
else in mind? 

4. Who are your other children? Brothers/Sisters?  

5. Can you get me their phone numbers please?  

Cool Down and Wrap-Up 

<<Client’s first name>>, thanks so much for your time today and for caring about your 
family! Be on the lookout for your material in the mail and never hesitate to reach out 
with any questions you may have. 
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